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The Bible Made Easy For Kids
This volume shows how to master the essentials of Biblical Hebrew in clear, simple steps - starting right from scratch with the Hebrew alphabet on to how to read passages from the Bible itself. There are simple exercises
(including answers), a word list, and examples throughout.
There are 66 books of the Bible. Enjoy having a quick overview of them all with this easy-to-understand guide. From basic outlines to key themes, see what you need to know about all 66 books of the Bible at a glance! For
each book of the Bible, it shows the name, author, topic, where and when it was written, purpose, and the key verse. Perfect for individual use, group Bible study, or adult Sunday school classes. Enjoy having these
features at your fingertips: Easy-to-understand overview on ALL 66 books of the Bible, answering key questions (Who wrote the book? When was it written? Why was it written? How is Jesus present?) Brief summaries Basic
outlines Key Scripture verses Introductions to each section of the BiblePentateuch, historical books, poetry &wisdom books, prophetic books, Gospels &Acts, and Epistles &Revelationthat allow you to see which books are
grouped together and why. ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE MADE EASY SERIES: Bible Study Made Easy 9781628623437 Understanding the Holy Spirit Made Easy 9781628623444 World Religions Made Easy 9781628623451
This First New Testament Book Gives You an Up-Close Look at the Savior of the World What did the arrival of the promised Messiah mean for the Jews of Matthew's day? What does it mean for you today? The Smart Guide to the
Bible: The Book of Matthew gives you valuable insights into Christ's life and teachings, death, and resurrection so you can more fully experience the purpose and power of King Jesus at work in your life. Be Smart About
Christ's Birth & Death Heaven The Beatitudes Prophecy O. T. Salvation Legalism The Future And More!
Bible Understanding Made Easy is a series of books used to inspire and teach the Word of God to sincere souls trying to draw closer to God. This volume is dedicated to building understanding of the life of Jesus Christ as
taught by the book of Matthew. The world has been intrigued by the life and teachings of Jesus Christ for nearly 2,000 years to this date. This is for good reason. He is a wonderful Lord and Savior. He is also the Master
teacher. All mankind must know Him in order to be saved. Knowledge of His will for our lives brings peace and joy to ones soul. This work is dedicated to showing the world the peace and joy of Jesus Christ by a more indepth study of who He is and what He offers to mankind. The method of teaching used in this book was purposely kept as simple as possible so that beginning students of the Bible can be inspired and build a rich foundation
of understanding the Bible that will last a lifetime! This volume is more in-depth than the first installment of this series entitled Bible Understanding Made Easy, Volume 1: The Old Testament. This is because more time
is devoted to studying verse-by-verse and small groups of verses. Lastly, as an added bonus, there are many life application style mini-lessons that Christians of today can use to help build faith, encourage, and inspire
sincere folks to maintain a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. For ordering within the United States of America and outside of the United States of America please call (toll-free in the U.S.) 1-888-795-4274 or Email
XLibris at orders@xlibris.com. The easiest way would be to add the book to your shopping cart above and order online as another alternative. Normally, you may pay using your nations own currency (i.e. the U.S. dollar, the
British pound, Euro, etc.). Please call or Email XLibris Corporation for currency exchange rates.. Please do not forget to purchase the first in this series entitled Bible Understanding Made Easy, Volume 1: The Old
Testament {click here to be taken to volume 1}
The Book of Matthew
Discovering the Miracle of the Scarlet Thread in Every Book of the Bible
Book: Books of the Bible Made Easy
The New Testament Made Easier - Part 2
Christian History Made Easy
A Simple Plan for Understanding the Bible
Noted teacher and gospel scholar David J. Ridges brings the books of Moses and Abraham, in the Pearl of Great Price, and the book of Genesis, in the Bible, to life with his well-known teaching skills. As with his other books in the Gospel Studies Series, the full text
of the scripture is included. In-the-verse notes provide a highly effective, unique teaching tool. Notes between the verses provide additional insights and teach principles and doctrines. Join the tens of thousands of readers who have experienced spiritual growth
from reading and pondering the books in this series. A Powerful Study Guide Quickly gain a basic understanding of Moses, Abraham, and Genesis with the help of brief notes within and between the verses, accompanied by bolding for teaching emphasis. Example:
Genesis 15:5 5¬ ̈, Ć And he [Jehovah] brought him [Abraham] forth abroad, and said, Look now toward heaven and tell the stars [try counting the stars], if thou be able to number them [if you can count them]: and he said unto him, So shall thy seed be [you will
get an idea of how much posterity you will have]. Transfer these brief notes into your own scriptures to increase your understanding now and in the future. A Quick Reference Quickly get help for a specific verse or chapter. Review for a lesson, talk, or family night
discussion.
Christian History Made Easy summarizes the most important events in the history of the church, from the time of Jesus to modern day. Christian History Made Easy explains early church history, the Church Councils, the Great Schism, the Crusades, Francis of
Assisi, John Wycliffe, Martin Luther, the Protestant Reformation, and more. Christian History Made Easy presents key church history events and great Christian leaders everyone should know, along with full-color church history timelines, photos, pictures, and
maps. The study guide and worksheets in the back makes this book an excellent Bible Study, adults Sunday school topics, or homeschool curriculum. Author Timothy Paul Jones makes Christian history refreshingly fun while at the same time informing Christians
about the history of the Christian faith.Full-color, 224 pages, paperback, 6 x 9 inches. Theologian J. I. Packer says Christian History Made Easy is, "...a beautifully simple, beginner-friendly telling of Christian history, a precious heritage."/strong img
src="/Assets/ClientImages/fold/705X_Spreads.jpg" Christian History Made Easy Covers Major Events in Church History Early Church History The Early Church—Peter and Paul, the Age of the Apostles, The Destruction of the Temple and Jerusalem scatters Christians
Early Church Fathers Persecution of Christians—Emperor Nero and Domitian, Martyrdom of Peter, Paul, Ignaitius, Polycarp, Justin Martyr Christianity legalized in the Roman Empire, Emperor Constantine, Christianity the official religion in the Roman Empire The
Byzantine Era The Council of Nicaea, The Nicene Creed Augustine, Jerome translates the Bible into Latin, St. Patrick Fall of the Roman Empire, rise of the Eastern Orthodox Church Gregory the Great, Rise of Monasticism Rise of Islam and the Islamic Conquest in
Europe, Charles Martel, Charlemagne East/West Church Schism (Photian Schism), Leif Ericson converts to Christianity Great Schism, Hildebrand reforms the church, the Crusades, Lateran Councils, Richard the Lionheart Pre-Reformation Church History Middle
Ages, Bubonic Plague, John Wycliffe, the Wycliffe Bible The Renaissance, Jan Hus, Joan of Arc, Ottomans capture the Christian city of Constantinople, Johann Gutenberg's printing press The Protestant Reformation Erasmus, Martin Luther, 95 Theses, Ulrich Zwingli,
William Tyndale, King Henry VIII, The Geneva Bible, The Matthew's Bible, Church of England history, John Knox, Queen Mary Tudor, Queen Elizabeth I, King James Version Bible Galileo, Pilgrim's Progress, Quaker founded, first Protestant missionary societies The
Great Awakening and Church History in America and Europe John and Charles Wesley, George Whitefield, Handel writes the Messiah, Sunday school is developed, John Newton writes "Amazing Grace." Divisions over slavery in Baptist history Abolition, William
Wilberforce, Charles Finney leads revivals, George Muller's faith orphanage, YMCA an YWCA founded, Charles Spurgeon, Salvation Army founded Church History in the 20th and 21st Century Amy Carmichael, Irish missionary to India, Azusa Street, Scofield Bible,
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Billy Graham, Discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Modern political State of Israel C.S. Lewis, major evangelistic crusades in Latin America and Korea, Roman Catholic church apologizes for lack of leadership during the Holocaust Each Chapter of
Christian History Made Easy Includes Key events Key concepts Names you should know Terms you should know Bible maps and time-lines Things to think about Clarification of words At the end of each chapter is a student guide, student worksheet, learning
activity and quiz Endorsement for Christian History Made Easy "Rose's product line includes a wonderful collection of high quality, visually attractive materials that lend themselves to learning the basics of the Christian Faith. In most areas where alternative views
exist, they are faithfully presented leaving the reader to decide which best fits their understanding of scripture....I have used Christian History Made Easy for my Sunday school class and found it to be very well done. This book has a great collection of auxiliary
Study Guide questions. The author, Timothy Paul Jones is obviously a practiced teacher. I used an early edition. The recent upgrade of this package looks even better..." —Dr. Gene A. Stringer, Elder, Christian Church of Ashland, Oregon Endorsements and
biography for Author Timothy Paul Jones "Dr. Timothy Paul Jones is a brilliant young biblical scholar who helps simplify the complex. His [resources] are great and sorely needed during our time when many are biblically illiterate and know even less about Church
history." —Dr. Jerry Newcombe, author, TV host, and spokesperson for Truth that Transforms with Dr. D. James Kennedy (formerly The Coral Ridge Hour) About the Author: Dr. Timothy Paul Jones img src="http://www.rosepublishing.com/Assets/ClientImages/timothy-paul-jones.jpg" alt="Dr. Timothy Paul Jones" style="float:left; margin:0 15px 10px 0" Timothy Paul Jones serves as a professor of Christian ministry and as associate vice president at the Southern Baptist Theological
seminary, where he teaches courses in applied apologetics and family ministry. Before teaching at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, he led churches in Missouri and Oklahoma as pastor and associate pastor. Dr. Jones has authored or contributed to more
than a dozen books, including PROOF; Conspiracies and the Cross; and, Christian History Made Easy. In 2007, Charles Colson listed him as one of “four names you need to know” when responding to the new atheists and in 2010, Christian Retailing magazine
selected Christian History Made Easy as the book of the year in the field of Christian education. He is married to Rayann and they have three daughters. The Jones family works in SojournKids and community group ministry at Sojourn Community Church. A
Message from Timothy Paul Jones, author of Christian History Made Easy My name is Timothy Paul Jones, and I love living in the city of Louisville with my wife and daughters. Over the past two decades, I've had the privilege of leading several congregations as a
pastor and in associate ministry roles. Now, I serve as associate professor of leadership and as associate vice president at one of the largest seminaries in the world, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. Here, I invest my time in mentoring a rising
generation of God-called ministers of the gospel. I also edit The Journal of Discipleship and Family Ministry and write books in the fields of history, apologetics, and family ministry. I enjoy spending time with my family, meandering along city streets, visiting
baseball parks, drinking French-pressed coffee, eating locally-produced foods, and cooking for friends. My family is involved in children's ministry at the east campus of Sojourn Community Church. img src="/Assets/ClientImages/rca.jpg" border="0" margin="2px"
align="left" Christian History Made Easy WINNER of the Christian Retailers' Choice Awards 2010 for the "most significant new life-changing products in the Christian retail industry" in the Christian Education category See this press release from Southern Baptist
Seminary: http://news.sbts.edu/2010/04/27/jones-book-receives-christian-retailers-award/ Note to professors: For exam or desk copy policy click HERE. Notification About Prior Edition This book is the deluxe full-color edition of the original black-and-white edition.
The first edition was ISBN 1890947105 or ISBN 13: 9781890947101 (Product code 416X) !-- Preview -- Look Inside: Sample Pages of RBB: Christian HIstory Made Easy !-- Insert issuu script -- !-- End issuu script -- !-- End Preview -The Bible Made Easy for KidsChristian Art Gifts Incorporated
Is God Calling For You? Ever wanted to explore Christianity but not sure where to start?Is the bible too complex for you to pick up?Want a change in your life?Understanding Jesus doesn't have to be that complicated. It can be as SIMPLE as sending a text message.
Discover the basics of the Bible?If you're a new Christian and want to learn the significance behind both the new and old testaments, you are in the right place. If you want help looking up verses or finding popular stories, we can help. If you'd simply like to learn
more about God, how to be closer to him, and how to pray to him, we are here for you. We know the Bible, and we want to help you know it as well. We want to help you understand what the Bible is and how to use it as a tool in your daily life. We want to show
you powerful stories and verses and teach you to find them on their own. We want to show you what words God has given us through the gift of the Bible.Inside this book you will find: - History of the bible - Stories in the bible - The Ten Commandments - The
journey of Jesus - Useful bible verses Attention! This book is NOT for everyone!This book is not for people: - Who are atheistic- Who doesn't want to have a better relationship with God.- Who doesn't believe in afterlife If you are ready to learn about Jesus and
Christianity, Scroll Up And Click On The "BUY NOW" Button Now!
OLD TESTAMENT MADE EASIER PT. 1 (NEW).
God Made Easy
Bible Trivia Made Easy
Bible Study Made Easy
The Starting Guide For Beginners Getting To Know Jesus Christ
An Easy-to-Understand Pocket Reference Guide

The Bible is a big Book, and we are blessed to have such a collection of inspired writing – the Word of God – at our finger tips. Yet, due to its sheer volume, fine print and writing style, children usually find it difficult to pick up and read a standard version of the Bible. THE BIBLE MADE
EASY – FOR KIDS by Dave Strehler is aimed at helping children make sense of the Bible by engaging them in practical ways to make learning about the Bible fun and interesting. THE BIBLE MADE EASY – FOR KIDS guides children through the Bible by: • answering some of the most
common questions they have about the events and characters in the Bible • providing interesting facts to stimulate them and get them excited • offering visual descriptions of what they read to help them remember • drawing modern-day comparisons to certain Bible concepts/traditions and
putting it into context • word definitions • Question and Answer sections that assess whether they can remember what they’ve read. Included are hyperlinks to make navigating through stories a breeze. Just click on the links provided in the text to jump to the relevant story.
The handy guides in The Bible Made Simple series explores biblical, Christian living, and world religion topics. Each book is filled with outlines and charts that make the bible come alive. These guides use full-color illustrations and are an excellent resource for Bible study groups, Bible teachers,
and new Christians.
Welcome to As Told in the Bible - a collection of Bibles translated into clear, understandable, simple, modern English Our mission is to help people to read, understand, and apply the "Word of God" to their lives by providing a Bibles in easy to read - simple modern English . These easy to read
bibles are suitable for all ages and can be read with your traditional bible. As told is the Bible is a collection of easy-to-read Bibles which aims to give today's reader's maximum understanding of the original bible text. They do not follow the traditional vocabulary and style found in the historic
English Bible versions. Instead they attempt to present the biblical content and message of the bible in everyday, simple, modern English. These easy to read bibles are suitable for all ages and can be read with your traditional bible. Our mission is to help people to read, understand, and apply the
"Word of God" to their lives by providing Bible Translations, Bible Commentaries, and Bible Studies in simple modern English. This Bible edition concentrates on the translation of all chapters and verses of both the Old and New Testaments. Sample chapter: Book of John About this book John's
Gospel is one of the four Gospels. 'Gospel' means 'good news'. The Gospels are the books that tell us about Jesus' life on earth. John was one of the three disciples who knew the Lord Jesus Christ best. John called himself 'the disciple that Jesus loved'. We think that John wrote his Gospel in the
city called Ephesus. He wrote it some years after Matthew, Mark and Luke wrote their Gospels. He wrote it about 70 years after Christ's birth. John's Gospel is different from the other three Gospels. It does not describe many things that the Gospels of Matthew, Mark and Luke do describe. But
it does include many things that are not in the other Gospels. John tells us much more about who Jesus was. John shows us Jesus as the Son of God - the only person who can cause us to live. John teaches us more about God's Spirit, too. At the beginning of his Gospel, John calls Jesus 'the
Word'. Chapter 1 The Word became human 1 In the beginning, the Word was already there. The Word was with God. The Word was God. 2 He was with God in the beginning. 3 God made all things by the Word. God did not make anything without him. 4 It is the Word who causes us to live.
And because of this, he was the light to all people. 5 The light shines in the dark, and the dark cannot put out the light.
Enjoy a solid, easy-to-understand overview of inductive Bible study with Roses Bible Study Made Easy. Featuring charts, simple summaries, and practical tips, this quick guide is a great introduction to Bible study, going step-by-step through the basic principles. Discover how to use
concordances, find out how to dig deeper with Bible dictionaries, and learn how to apply Gods Word to your life through inductive Bible studies. It covers the following: 7 first steps to take when beginning a Bible study 8 basic principles of Bible study Dozens of study tips and recommendations,
including which key Bible verses, passages, and books of the Bible to explore 3 keys to inductive Bible study and the S.O.I.L. four-step approach that explains how to dig deeper into the Bible Perfect for individual study, discipleship, small groups, adult Sunday school classes, youth groups, and
new believers classes!
A Book-by-book Introduction
Key Christian Beliefs
My Own Keepsake Bible
Easy to Read - Simple English Version
A fun, informative and faith-filled journey through the Bible
Books of the Bible Made Easy
A beloved classic comes to life with this beautiful family deluxe edition of the best-selling books by David J. Ridges. Featuring full-color illustrations and colored text to easily distinguish between
scripture and commentary, this new set makes a thoughtful and timeless gift for family, friends, and teachers. Full of priceless doctrinal insights, these gorgeous volumes are sure to become treasured
family keepsakes.
Learn how to communicate your faith effectively. This is a reference guide to help you prepare for diversionary tactics, discover the approach that Jesus used with people and learn the basics of sharing
your faith. Also included is a pull-out chart with ten conversion stories. Part of the Bible Made Easy series.
See key information about the person and work of the Holy Spirit at a glance with Rose's Understanding the Holy Spirit Made Easy! The Holy Spirit is mentioned 264 times in the book of Ephesians alone, yet
many believers are often confused about the role of the Third Person of the Trinity. Featuring short summaries, overviews, and dozens of Scriptures, this quick guide addresses questions on the Holy Spirit
in an easy-to-understand way. Featuring charts and simple summaries, this pocket guide is filled with fascinating facts and insights about the Spirit's role in your life. Covers: Who is the Holy Spirit,
and what is the Spirit's role? Names, symbols, and attributes of the Holy Spirit Fruit of the Spirit Gifts of the Spirit And more! ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE MADE EASY SERIES: Bible Study Made Easy
9781628623437 The Books of the Bible Made Easy 9781628623420 World Religions Made Easy 9781628623451
It simplifies the sometimes overwhelming plethora of available religious and spiritual material—all while bringing a smile to the reader’s face. Patrice Karst asks such questions as:How do I really get to
know God? How can I feel a deeper sense of purpose and comfort in being alive? And how can I bring more joy, fulfillment and sanity into my daily life?His answers to these life-enriching queries help
connect you to God in a very personal way, uncover your own sense of spiritual strength, and offer peace and renewed hope.nbsp;
The Baby Signing Bible
Your Study of Isaiah Made Easier
The Bible Made Plain & Simple
World Religions Made Easy
Bible
Baby Sign Language Made Easy
The Bible is the best-selling book in history, but it can also be hard to understand. The Smart Guide to the Bible: The Bible guides you through all 66 books of the Old and New Testaments, so you can see
both the big picture and the Divine details that support and carry forth God's master plan. From "In the beginning" to the final "Amen" you will gain the knowledge, confidence, and clarifications you've
always wanted about God's words to you.
Kids are curious about Jesus and God and yet, by the time they are teens, the majority stop asking questions about faith and starting questioning faith altogether. Respected Christian apologist Josh
McDowell encourages children to stand on the foundation of truth with this contemporary gathering of concise, welcoming answers for kids ages 8 to 12. A fun format includes key Bible verses and pre-teen
friendly explorations of topics that matter most to kids: God’s love and forgiveness Right and wrong and making choices Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and God’s Word Different beliefs and religions Church,
prayer, and sharing faith The next time a child asks “Who is God?” parents, grandparents, and church leaders will want this practical and engaging volume handy. Helpful tips and conversation ideas for
adults will help them connect with kids hungering for straight talk about faith in Jesus.
My Own Keepsake Bible is a Bible storybook kids will love. Not only will they be able to read and great collection of Bible stories but they will also be able to color to their heart's content. The cover
and page edges have been uniquely designed for kids to color and personalize. It features 172 stories from teh Old and New Testaments, 95 illustrations to color, each with a caoption and Scripture
reference, and a key verse with every story. SzSize: 6.25" x 9.25." Ages 6-10.
Exciting News: The End is Near! As the world grows increasingly volatile, with looming wars, rampant pandemics, and violence in the streets, many people are wondering, Is this the end of the world? Yes!
And it's wonderful news! Why? Because it means that Jesus' return is imminent. And His end-time agenda is to bless and prepare you for your destiny in these last days! For more than 30 years, author,
minister, and host of the weekly End of Days Update, Joseph Morris has been awakening the Church to Jesus' hastening return, helping believers connect the dots between Bible prophecy and current events.
In End Times Made Easy, he shares... Easy-to-understand, scriptural evidence of end-time events happening right now 50 "plus signs" of Jesus return The difference between the rapture and the second coming
Answers to tough questions about the tribulation Amazing biblical descriptions of Christ's millennial reign on earth There's no bad news for the Christian! The simple truths in this book will empower you
to run your race with joy in these last days, eagerly awaiting Jesus' return!
Smart Guide to the Bible
Heroes of The Bible
Made Amazingly Simple
Biblical Hebrew for Beginners
Essential Doctrine Made Easy
An Easy-to-Understand Pocket Reference Guide. This pocket guide is perfect for those interested in learning how to study the Bible, maybe for the first time. It takes novice Christians by the hand and leads them on a variety of study tours through the Bible. The reader will learn how to study a book or person of the Bible, a Bible
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topic or a specific word. Bible reference tools are discussed. Thirty-one different topics are covered in this helpful little manual. Full-color page spreads and a 7-page pull-out chart of Bible books and themes allow the reader to see interesting, important Bible information at a glance. This inexpensive, useful tool can help people begin
to learn how to study the Bible.
Want a quick overview of the Bible? From Genesis through Revelation, get a handle on all 66 books of the Bible with this quick guide! Find information fast with its simple summaries, outlines, and charts!See what you need to know about all 66 books of the Bible at a glance! For each book of the Bible, it shows the name of the
book, the author, topic, when it was written, purpose, and the key verse. Perfect for individual use, group Bible study, or adult Sunday school classes.Enjoy having these features at your fingertips:* Easy-to-understand overview on ALL 66 books of the Bible, answering key questions:o Who wrote the book?o When was it written?o
Why was it written?o How is Jesus present?* Brief summaries* Basic outlines* Key Scripture verses* Introductions to each section of the Bible--Pentateuch, historical books, poetry & wisdom books, prophetic books, Gospels & Acts, and Epistles & Revelation--that allow you to see which books are grouped together and why.
Offers information on the origins of the Bible and each of its books, everyday life in Bible times, the people and events described in the Scriptures, what the Bible has to say about living the Christian life, and related matters.
With an eye-catching cover that gleams with foil, this is the perfect baptism, birthday, Christmas, or Easter gift to start children on a lifelong journey towards a love of God's Word. Featuring the vibrant art and engaging text that parents trust and kids remember, and that has made The Beginner's Bible the bestselling Bible storybook
of our time.
The Bible Made Easy
The Book of John
The Bible Made Easy for Kids
Volume 2: Matthew's Gospel
Timeless Children's Stories
The Children's Bible Encyclopedia
Yes you can understand the Bible! Discovering the Miracle of the Scarlet Thread in Every Book of the Bible takes the mystery and confusion out of the Bible and makes God's Word come alive with new insights and a fresh
excitement that will have you searching for more. Dr. Richard Booker unveils the mysteries and secrets of the Bible by explaining its master theme, and then reveals a simple plan so you can discover God's personal
revelation for yourself.
No other book in the Bible presents Jesus Christ and his ministry more clearly than the Book of John. No other guide makes his ministry more understandable than The Smart Guide to the Bible: The Book of John. Walk with
Jesus as he recruits the twelve disciples. Sit down on the hillside and listen as he teaches the parables. Watch as Jesus performs miracle after miracle. And at every step along the way, understand the critical concepts
and life-changing lessons Jesus wants you to learn. The Smart Guide to the Bible is a series of simplified commentaries designed to uncomplicate God's word for everyday Bible readers. Every page contains handy features
or learning aids like these: cross-references to other Scriptures brief commentaries from experts points to ponder the big picture of how passages fit with the entire Bible practical tips for applying biblical truths to
life simple definitions of key words and concepts interesting maps, charts, and illustrations wrap-ups of each biblical passage study questions Whether you're new to the Bible, a long-time student of Scripture, or
somewhere in between, you'll appreciate the many ways The Smart Guide to the Bible: The Book of John goes far beyond your typical Bible study tool. The practical, relevant helps on each page lead you to get the most out
of God's word.
This handy pamphlet is perfect for anyone who wants to know the basic doctrines of the Christian faith. These key beliefs of Christianity are embraced by Christians around the world. Today's churches are filled with
people who are passionate about being Christians, but who may not know what exactly they believe. The author is Dr. Norman Geisler, Professor of Theology and Apologetics and co-founder of Southern Evangelical Seminary in
Charlotte, NC. Topics covered in this pamphlet include: God's Unity---There is only one God God's Tri-unity---One God in three Persons Christ's Virgin Birth Human Depravity---No one can win God's favor by their own
efforts Christ's Sinlessness Christ's Deity Christ's Humanity Necessity of God's Grace Necessity of Faith Christ's Atoning Death Christ's Bodily Resurrection Christ's Bodily Ascension Christ's Intercession Christ's
Second Coming Inspiration of Scriptures The physical pamphlet version is 8 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches folded, which fits in most Bibles; it unfolds to 33 inches long. The e-book and/or digital versions can be scrolled or
zoomed.
Noted gospel scholar, David J. Ridges, brings Isaiahs teachings alive in Isaiah Made Easier. Isaiahs symbolism and literary imagery is explained in simple terms, turning this precious but often difficult-to-understand
book of scripture into a treasury of truth.
The Bible Made Easy - for Kids (eBook)
In the Bible and Book of Mormon
Bible Understanding Made Easy (Vol 2)
Understanding the Holy Spirit Made Easy
Bible Promises Made Easy
The Bible Made Simple and Fun!

Forget boring! Dave Strehler's "The Bible Made Easy--for Kids" takes young (and old!) readers on a fun-filled, informative journey to understand the Bible and apply it to their lives. Conversational in tone, the writing is clear and simple. Contents are jampacked with line drawings that beg to be colored, charts that help explain complex facts/concepts, questions that provoke thoughtful reflection and prompts that generate rousing discussions. Key biblical topics like faith and salvation are explained in
kid-friendly, age-appropriate terms.
More than just a list of Bible promises, this helpful little book offers insight, comments, and inspirational quotes for each of sixty-two favorite Bible promises. Vivid illustrations and inspiring quotes make these Bible promises live. Find answers to such
trying situations as: - When I need comfort - When I need God's peace - When I'm being tempted - When I long for contentment - When I need God's guidance - When I doubt God's love - When I worry
Get to know the amazing Heroes that inspired The Bible! The Bible is filled with complex stories. It's easier to understand these stories when you get to know the people in them. Heroes of The Bible fills you in on the most well-known heroes (and some
not so heroic people) in The Bible. As part of our 'Made Amazingly Simple' series, we've simplified the complex histories for 28 of your favorite heroes, into enjoyable and easy to understand summaries. Each page is laid out in beautifully designed,
single page cheat-sheets, so you can: Uncover when in time they lived and where Enjoy learning their origin stories Master their scriptures and quotes Discover what made them special Visualize these heroes with custom illustrations This
isn't a substitute for reading The Bible, but it will give you a head start into uncovering what The Bible is trying to teach us.
The purpose of this book is to introduce you to the amazing literature of the Bible. ̶From the Introduction The Bible can be intimidating. This is as true for seasoned biblical scholars as it is for first-time readers. Schehr's insightful approach recognizes
that the Bible is not one monolithic text, but a complete library̶seventy-three volumes of poetry, stories, history, imagination and revelation. He offers a quick introduction to each of these books that highlights the main characters, the great themes,
the central questions and the spiritual lessons. With questions for reflection, helpful sidebars and a timeline of biblical events, this volume is an indispensable roadmap (with a few handy shortcuts) for those setting upon the journey through our most
important book.
Bible Made Easy
Selections from the Old Testament Made Easier
Manners Made Easy for the Family
365 Timeless Etiquette Tips for Every Occasion
The Book of Revelation Made Easy
The Beginner's Bible
Gain a greater knowledge of the Bible with this inexpensive, fact-filled guidebook.The Bible Made Plain and Simple makes learning about the Bible interesting, and fun. Colorful charts and illustrations
allow the reader to see important information at a glance. Sixty-two important Bible subjects are explored in five categories. This useful tool guides readers step-by-step to a better understanding of
what the Bible is about. The format is similar to the best-selling The Bible Made Easy, but is printed in an oversized paperback edition.The Bible Made Plain and Simple introduces readers to: - The Old
and New Testaments - People of the Bible - The life and ministry of Jesus - Important teachings of the Bible - Background information on biblical manners and customs, archaeology, biblical lands and much
more.This is an ideal resource for Bible study groups and new Christians.
If you've ever wished there was an easier way to learn from the Bible well this book is definitely for you. You are not alone. The Bible can be complex and intimidating and even confusing when you are
first starting out without a guide. Even those who are versed sometimes have difficulty. With all of the different translations available, readers oftentimes find themselves at a loss. "Bible Trivia Made
Easy" is a book of bible trivia questions with illustrations and photos along with with entertaining themes that make studying the bible not just fun but easy for all ages."Bible Trivia Made Easy" can
make a Bible Scholar out of anyone!
As confirmed by the American Academy of Pediatrics, infant sign language is a boon for enhancing communication between parents and babies, helping to forge an important bond early in a child's life. The
Baby Signing Bible provides step-by-step instructions for parents and other caregivers, as well as insight into why baby sign language is useful for children of all ages. Kids with special needs can also
benefit greatly from this program. Featuring 400 signs, the book covers essential nouns such as milk, verbs such as eat, and descriptors such as more. In addition, The Baby Signing Bible features reallife stories from parents who have successfully signed with their children, along with fun songs and games that help families learn to "sign and sing." Confidence-building illustrations enhance the
basics for mastering vocabulary words.
Christian etiquette expert June Hines Moore will improve the quality of life in homes everywhere with Manners Made Easy for the Family. This quintessential page-per-day guide to good manners presents 365
rules–just one or two sentences each–followed by a family application or practice point and example or instruction from the Bible. Parents and children can read and discuss each manner at breakfast or
dinner for an entire year, learning about everything from table manners and telephone etiquette to proper church behavior and online “netiquette.” There’s even a helpful index for quick reference and for
whenever questions about specific situations arise.
End Times Made Easy: Simple Truths That Give Great Hope and Joy in These Last Days
The Bible Made Simple
The Book of Mormon Made Easier Part 2
The Awesome Book of Bible Answers for Kids
From Islam and Judaism to Jehovah's Witnesses and Mormonism, quickly get a handle on 30 different belief systems and how they compare to Christianity with this pocket-sized book! In addition to providing basic outlines of world religions such as Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam, World
Religions Made Easy also compares the key beliefs of each. Features: Each religion's origin Key writings Key beliefs and practices Perspective on salvation, the Trinity, and the afterlife Religions included: Scientology Taoism Sikhism Neopaganism &Wicca New Spirituality World Mission Society of
God Branhamism And many more Strengthen your understanding of Christianity and get practical insight into different faiths so that you can be a more effective witness. Paul Carden is executive director of the Centers for Apologetics Research (CFAR), and author of Christianity, Cults &Religions (over
1 million copies sold!) He is also former co-host of the nationwide “Bible Answer Man” radio program. ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE MADE EASY SERIES: Bible Study Made Easy 9781628623437 The Books of the Bible Made Easy 9781628623420 Understanding the Holy Spirit Made Easy
9781628623444
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